COVID-19 Pandemic: Home Remedies for Immunity Boosting
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ABSTRACT

COVID-19 has created a lot of hazardous health issues worldwide. Research fraternity around the world is trying to find out vaccine or medicines against the virus. In this pandemic situation, there is a need for remedies to boost the immunity to fight against the virus. Ayurveda treatises have described several herbal drugs which are used as home remedies and are said to be effective against all microorganisms and effective in boosting immunity. Home remedies can be played a vital role as immunomodulant. Hence in this paper, an attempt is made to review such home remedies and identify its efficacy on various conditions. The relevant references were searched on the internet to find out the scientific data available on home remedies. Fumigation, Rasayan drugs, a decoction of herbal medicines found more useful. Tinospora cordifolia, Glycyrrhiza glabra, Ocimum sanctum, Withania somnifera, Curcuma longa are most decorated single herbal drugs used as home remedies for boosting the immunity. Considering the global disease burden caused by COVID-19, there is an urgent need to explore and widened the use of home remedies to fight against COVID-19 menace effectively.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2019 World Health Organization (WHO) indicated that new viral infection is going to develop and create difficulties for the wellbeing of people. Over the most recent twenty years, a few viral infections, for example, the extreme intense respiratory disorder coronavirus (SARS-CoV) from 2002 to 2003, and H1N1 flu in 2009, have been recorded. Most as of late, the Middle East respiratory disorder coronavirus (MERS-CoV) was first identified in Saudi Arabia in 2012. The infection that arrives at the current day, huge cases with unexplained low respiratory diseases identified in Wuhan. It is the most significant metropolitan zone in China’s Hubei area, was
first reported to the WHO Country Office in China, on December 31, 2019, the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The aetiology of this disease was described as a new infection having a place with the coronavirus (CoV) family.

On February 11, 2020, the WHO reported that the sickness brought about by this new CoV was a “COVID-19,” which is the abbreviation of “coronavirus illness 2019”. In the previous twenty years, two other CoVs scourges have happened. This new infection is, by all accounts infectious and has immediately spread all over the world. On January 30, 2020, WHO announced COVID-19 as a pandemic, a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) as it had spread to 18 nations with four nations revealing human-to-human transmission. At first, the new infection was called 2019-nCoV. Therefore, the era and of specialists of the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) named it the SARS-CoV-2 infection as it is fundamentally the same as the one that caused the SARS flare-up (SARS-CoVs) (Nisargandha and Dadarao Parwe, 2020).

The CoVs have become the significant pathogens of developing respiratory sickness flare-ups. They are a large group of single-abandoned RNA infections that can be disengaged in various creature species. On March 11, as the quantity of COVID-19 cases outside China has expanded multiple times, and the number of nations included has significantly increased with more than 118,000 cases in 114 countries and more than 4,000 fatalities. WHO proclaimed the COVID-19 a pandemic.

All over the world governments are busy working on setting up countermeasures to control the disorder. Researchers around the globe started working to find out data about the transmission systems, the clinical range of infection, new diagnostics and vaccines (Rathi et al., 2020a). There is currently no cure for COVID-19 or a vaccine against coronavirus as well as there are no available antibodies or explicit medicines for the treatment of COVID-19. The people who are in quarantine, as well as the common man, can take the home remedies due to its availability, easy dispensing, palatability and efficacy and it helps to boost the immunity against the virus (Rathi et al., 2019). Most people around the world are asymptomatic or mild infection, which can be treated at home. The symptoms of COVID-19 are fever, cough and shortness of breath. In severe cases, pneumonia may happen and ultimately lead to organ disappointment and even death (Rathi and Rathi, 2020b).

Currently, considering the infection different treatment modalities have been thought of including herbal medication, which has been broadly utilised during the past pandemic conditions such as severe intense respiratory condition (SARS) and H1N1 influenza. In this article, we try to find out the use of home formulas in the lockdown condition of COVID-19.

**Aim**

To find out the data available on home remedies to treat the COVID-19.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Comprehensive internet search was done to find the out the scientific data available on home remedies for COVID-19 condition.

**Observation and Results**

On search, following home remedies and processes were found effective against infectious diseases.

**Fumigation**

Study on the use of Garlic (Allium sativum), Haldi (Curcuma longa), Ajwain (Trachyspermum Ammi) seeds and Loban (resin of Styrax benzoin and Boswellia species), Guggulu (Commiflora waghatti), Neem leaves found useful for disinfection of home premises for covid 19 like conditions (Bhatwalkar et al., 2019).

**Rasayan**

Rasayana as mentioned in Ayurvedic texts can be promising concept of remedies in viral disorders. It acts as antioxidant, anti-stress, anti-inflammatory, anti-microbial, vaccine adjuvant, and confer immunity against diseases (Rastogi, 2010). Rasayana like Brahma Rasayana, Chyavanprasha or Amrit Bhallataka shows promising immunomodulant activity (Sharma et al., 2019; Rege et al., 1999).

**Kwatha (decocion)**

Tinospora cordifolia, Zingiber officinale, Curcuma longa, Ocimum sanctum, Glycyrrhiza glabra, Adhatoda vasica, Andrographis paniculata and Swertia chirata decoction found useful because these herbs are anti-virals and protease inhibitors (Rege and Chowdhary, 2014; Panche et al., 2019). Dept of AYUSH, Govt of India also published an advisory for the sake of public interest and advised to use culinary herbs, spices like turmeric and herbal tea with ginger to protect from the COVID-19 menace effectively (Rathi et al., 2020b).

**Herbal Remedies**

**Glycyrrhiza glabra (Liquorice)**

Cristina Fiore et al. studied that Glycyrrhiza glabra in vitro studies revealed anti-viral activity against...
HIV-1, SARS related coronavirus, respiratory syncytial virus, arboviruses, vaccinia virus and vesicular stomatitis virus (Fiore et al., 2008).

**Tinospora cordifolia (Guduchi)**

Study on novel polysaccharide from the Ayurvedic plant *Tinospora cordifolia* suggests that it has Immune stimulating property (Nair et al., 2004). Dry stem crude extract of Guduchi can be used as an excellent immunomodulator in mice as it contained Polyclonal B cell mitogen (Desai et al., 2002). Tinospora cordifolia is shown macrophage activation hence act as an excellent in immunity enhancer (More and Pai, 2011).

**Oscium sanctum (Tulsi)**

Tulsi is considered a valuable plant in Ayurveda due to its rich medicinal properties and shows various favourable effects on the human body. Tulsi leaves are used to pacify the Kapha and Vata (Singh et al., 2002). Tulsi is widely used in the form of decoction and juice to treat pain, diarrhoea, cough and fever which are the common symptoms of COVID-19 (Mohan et al., 2011; Pattanayak et al., 2010) Study on methanol extract of *Ocimum sanctum* revealed that it acts as an anti-viral agent (Jadhav et al., 2012). thus Tulsi boosts the immunity of the body and helps to defend the threatening bacteria and virus (Mondal et al., 2009).

**Withania somnifera (Ashwagandha)**

An active constituent of Withania somnifera Ayurvedic herb has a broad range of medicinal properties including its anti-viral activity, especially the potential to control the neuraminidase of H1N1 influenza (Cai et al., 2015). WB365, a proprietary combination of Maitake mushroom-derived glucan and Ashwagandha extracts, has shown a strong effect related to immune health and stress reduction (Vetvicka and Vetvickova, 2011). One more study indicated that Ashwagandha could be used as immunomodulant while it studied in cyclophosphamide-induced toxicity in rats (Ali et al., 2015).

**Curcuma longa Linn (Turmeric)**

Curcuma longa is a potent anti-viral. Aqueous extract of turmeric shows good activity in HBV Hepatitis B virus. Hence strongly recommended to be used as a home remedy for the condition like COVID 19 (Kim et al., 2009). It is advised to take its powder with milk.

**Nasya**

It is one of the significant panchakarma technique mentioned in Ayurveda for various disorders. In this process, medicated oils administered through the nasal route. Use of coconut oil or Virgin coconut oil can be useful as anti-viral as mentioned by various scientists in their studies (Esquenazi et al., 2002; Rathi and Rathi, 2020a).

**Discussion**

Home remedies have enough potential and functional outcomes to be utilised both for prevention and treatment of COVID-19. Above mentioned remedies are readily available in the house of the common people. The scientific studies indicated that there is a great chance to use of these remedies against COVID 19 prevention and as immunomodulant.

The scientific fraternity must emphasis for wise use of these remedies for the better purpose in a pandemic. COVID-19 like pandemic is an example of Prakriti-prakopa by man and lessons should be learnt to avoid the same in future by adopting these Ayurveda preventive measures and safe lifestyle.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The best way to keep well in a pandemic is by boosting the immunity system to make the fight against viral disease like COVID 19. We can fight if we have an excellent immune system and health to survive in pandemic situations. The review article highlighted the promising use of home remedies for the prevention as well as the immunomodulant role of these remedies, which are readily available at a little cost.

There is a greater need for further research primarily clinical trials for the further confirmation of these studies and their extensive use across the globe for the pandemic situation like COVID-19.
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